
Salvage specialist – light salvage
A Salvage specialist - light salvage takes care about the salvaging, transportation and roadside assistance for private and 
company vehicles with a maximum weight of 3.500 kilogram. Reliable materials are not the only import factor for a 
professional salvage company to succeed. Successful companies need decent educated employees as well. These 
employees should have specific knowledge and skills in order to perform as a salvage specialist. 
SOMA offers participants the possibility to participate the course Salvage specialist – light salvage, and gain the required 
theoretical and practical knowledge and skills. Additionally, this course offers the possibility to register 14 hours of refreshing 
courses for the European Guideline Professional Competence 2003/59. Please be aware of the fact that you notify SOMA on 
time if the participant should be registered for the European Guideline Professional Competence 2003/59. 
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Content
Theoretical/practical

 salvaging techniques
 relevant laws and regulations
 basic knowledge of hydraulic 

installations
 working safely with a truck 

crane
 working safely with a pull 

winch installation and traction 
sheave

 working safely with a recovery 
lift and recovery platform

 inspection, maintenance of a 
salvage vehicle and loading 
crane

 inspection, maintenance and 
working with supportive 
equipment

 guideline for first safety 
measures by a traffic incident

 
Results
A theoretical and practical assessment 
will be made on the last day of the 
course. The participant will receive an 
industry recognized diploma when the 
assessments are made successfully. 

For whom?
For everybody who uses of works with 
a professional salvage vehicle.

Requirements
None.

Duration
6 days including examination

Price per participant
On Request

On request.

Price is for course year 2020-2021. 
Prices are excl VAT

Coursedata and sign-up
www.somabedrijfsopleidingen.nl
For information or question you can 
contact us at:
Tel: +31 341 499 450
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